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From a consumer behaviour point of view

RECESSION



Things might not physically changed yet, but having an unclear outlook of the future is enough. In 
fact, just thinking about something can be enough.

The power of uncertainty: It massively enhances emotions, both positive and negative.

Positive: Slot machines, gambling, iPhone games

Negatively: Waiting, fear, let down of expectations (getting the wrong McD’s order, feels worse 
than it really is).   

UNCERTAINTY



Personal experience, remember your emotions are often enhanced. And emotions cross over to other emotions.

People are not all the same, they all have different levels of importances they place on things.

People wake up, and examine behaviours. This is a double edge sword, can lose loyal customers, but can also gain new ones looking 
for better value. Marketing dollars can have more impact when people are open to switching. 

Every purchase is a battle between emotion and reason. Your emotions want it, your mind comes in and reinforces or talks you out of 
it. Higher the price, stronger the battle.

When future finances seem unclear, the voice of reason gets louder. So the battle can be harder even for lower priced goods. Learn 
from car sales techniques.

Very strong emotional pull, then lots of perks and deals to keep the voice of reason leaning the right direction. 

UNCERTAINTY AND MONEY



Removing it, can be very small:

London Underground reduced complaints by 80%

Uber

Around money: Reducing the price (or sales) 

Distracting from it:

More interesting way, high rise in USA reduced complaints around elevator wait. 

Adding other services on trains, free wifi.

Added extras, sales, helps the voice of reason get a bit distracted. “But wait there’s more…”

Frame of reference:

Bus to the gate at the airport.

Anchoring bias: We don’t know the true value of things, so we judge them on the price of others. Add an expensive option. Popcorn in the cinema.

DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY 



The 3 areas of Tech

Automation: Any system that makes your life and business easier. 

Communication: Tools to get your messages out into the world, google, webpage, facebook, 
TikTok, etc.

Data Collection and Interpretation: Tools that help you understand things. “Big data”, “surveys”

DEALING WITH THIS USING TECH



Lower Price = Less Uncertainty.  Generally True, people still want the same things, they are just a lot more price sensitive. 

Automation and better Organisation can help you reduce your costs, or improve your service to match your price.

There is a hump, the payback takes time, and there is effort and cost involved at the start. Tricky to do if you are also worried about future 
finances.

What you do becomes more consistent.

This is very important, people need greater reassurance that what you sell will meet their expectations. That voice of reason needs more to 
draw on, so lots of good trusted reviews are critical.

Automate your marketing:

Today there are lots of tools that cross over with the “communication” aspect to help automate your marketing funnel.

AUTOMATE TO REMOVE UNCERTAINTY 



Industry Specific Management Tools:

Tapi: For rental properties

Timely: For health/beauty services

So many more

Finance tools: Others have probably covered this a lot more, Xero, etc.

Stock Management tools: Cin7, Unleashed, StockTrim (local palmy company)

Project Management / Organisational tools. 

Trello, Asana, monday.com

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) / Marketing Automation:

Selling is getting harder, so you need more tools to help you keep engaged with customers, and to get that voice of reason leaning the right way.

Hubspot, Sales Force, Insightly, Drip

General / Connection tools:

Zapier

AUTOMATION TOOLS

http://monday.com


COMMUNICATION
Pre Purchase



Digital Communication/Marketing is dominating.

Exposure/Awareness:

Online advertising: Google Adverts, Facebook Adverts, Instagram, Video (YouTube, TikTok). Video is not as hard as it might seem.

Social Media and Viral elements (Very hard, but very powerful). Book: Contagious.  

Friend referrals, and deals for friends. Social Media competitions. 

Hootsuite: Great tool to help manage your social media presence.

“Influencers” are the most effective method to reach young people.

Discovery/Information

Your own website, Facebook page, Instagram account: DIY approach is easy: Wix, Square Space, Shopify, WordPress.

Online reviews, asking for reviews. Focus your efforts on one area at a time. Testimonials build a lot of trust, so make sure you have some on your website. And reply to as many 
reviews as you can, being very understanding.

Chat bots: Having ways for customers to talk to you directly to ask questions, Facebook Messenger (On your website), Intercom

Always make it easy to progress to the next stage of the funnel. Always have a “Buy Now”, or “Book a Call”, or “Book Appointment” button.

COMMUNICATION TOOLS



Communication with existing customers is vital. 

Email marketing: emails are so filtered these days, but it can work well to keep existing customers informed. Try to add something of 
value to your email, then people will read it. Such as vouchers, or free offers etc.

MailChimp: You often tend to do better using an emailing service, as they do a lot of work to prevent your emails getting marked
as spam.

Text Messages: These can be very powerful to get people to think of your product. Dominos uses this well. Cost can be off-putting. 
(BurstSMS).

Facebook Page: Building a community around your business can be very powerful. Making people feel like they are part of something 
bigger is how so many successful brands work. Thanking customers in front of others can be really powerful. (Posting a customers
photo on Instagram, and mentioning how great they are).

LOYAL CUSTOMERS



Boosting the emotional side.

Stronger emotional pull on a sale means it becomes harder for the rational mind to talk someone out of it.

You have to understand why people want your product/service from an emotional point of view if you ever hope to 
play to this. Data gives you this insight.

Are things working?

You constantly need to try new things in business. Packages, Deals, Products, etc.

Without collecting good data how do you know what is working?

DATA COLLECTION



Tailored Forms

Survey Monkey, Type forms

Ask Nicely (Net Promoter Score)

For Web: Google Analytics, Facebook Pixel, Crazy Egg

DATA COLLECTION TOOLS



National & 
Regional 
Networks

Visit regionalbusinesspartners.co.nz 
to register for support 
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